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Phoenix Thoroughbred’s partnership with Aquis Farm 
enjoyed a very fruitful March with the two emerging 
forces in Global racing teaming up to send out a 
Group-class winner on every Saturday of the month.

It would appear the future would look very bright too 
for the ownership team given all four of those winners 
are juvenile colts.

Farnan kicked off the four-timer with success on in 
the Todman Stakes on the opening weekend of the 
month, before two weeks later going on to claim the 
Group One Golden Slipper. Sandwiched between 
those two victories, Prague won the Pago Pago Stakes 
while Holyfield completed the sequence with success 
in the Schweppervescence just this past weekend.

That victory for the Ciaron Maher & David Eustace 
trainee could now see Holyfield press-on to he 
Champagne Stakes following what was an impressive 
front running display under the man of the moment 
Tom Marquand. Breaking well from the barriers the 

British rider soon had the I Am Invincible colt out in 
the lead. With his mount travelling well and setting a 
nice tempo Marquand decided to kick for home off the 
final bend. Holyfield responded well and when rival 
Untamed, came to challenge, he found even more in 
the tank to win by around a length.

“As soon as the other horse joined him in the last 
250 to 300 metres he battled the whole way to the 
line,” Marquand said post-race. “There was never a 
moment’s doubt.”

A winner of his first two starts Holyfield looks like he 
is developing into a very exciting colt and co-trainer 
Ciaron Maher is keen to test him at Group One level 
confirming the Champagne will now be the target.

“He travelled back up to Sydney where he’s spent 
most of his career and together with a good ride 
from Tom Marquand he is building a nice record,” 
Maher said. “If he can knock off a big one he is a very 
valuable colt.”

WINNERS
Phoenix & Aquis enjoy a marvellous March

(phoenixthoroughbreds.net)



Phoenix Thoroughbreds completed an Australian 
Group One double in less than 24 hours thanks to 
Farnan’s success in the Golden Slipper.

The victory of the Gai Waterhouse and Adrian Bott-
trained colt also signalled a significant landmark for the 
Dubai-based team, confirming their place on the global 
bloodstock scene as Group One-winning breeders.

Raced in partnership with Aquis, the son of Never In 
Doubt was drawn on the wide outside for the World’s 
richest two-year-old race but what followed was a 
display of top-class ability coupled with some superb 
riding from Hugh Bowman.

Showing great tactical speed from the barriers Farnan 
was out in front from the get-go with Bowman 
grabbing the rail and setting out to tick off the fractions. 
Always comfortable out in the lead as his rivals 
dropped away one by one Farnan found himself in a 
two-way go for the win with Away Game in the home 
straight. Not to be denied a famous victory the colt 
quickened well under his Jockey’s urgings to record a 
near two-length success.

“I’m lost for words to be honest,” Bowman said. “I’d just 
like to congratulate Gai and Adrian and their team for 
the preparation to develop this horse to behave and 
race the way he did this afternoon was second to none.

Golden weekend for Phoenix in Australia
(phoenixthoroughbreds.net)



“I’ve been lucky enough to ride some really good 
horses over my career as everyone knows, but I haven’t 
ridden a better two-year-old. Just his mannerisms and 
his professionalism that is one thing but his ability is 
another. I could sense the pressure coming at the 200m 
and I hadn’t asked for full throttle, but when I did my 
word, he responded and responded in style.

“Sydney has been my home since I started riding and 
this is the signature race for me growing up and to win 
it – I’m just lost for words and so proud and thankful to 
connections to instil the trust in me to do the job.”

The victory was a record seventh in the race for Gai 
Waterhouse and a first in partnership with Adrian Bott.

Farnan’s win was hot on the heels of Loving Gaby’s 
victory in the William Reid Stakes at Moonee Valley a 
day earlier.

Returning to the scene of her greatest success, that 
of her Manikato Stakes win, the Ciaron Maher and 
David Eustace trainee was facing a rematch with 
Newmarket handicap conquerer Bivouac. In the end, 
however, the star filly was imperious under jockey 
Craig Williams beating that rival into third to claim her 
second Group One title.

“I thought the key to this race was the start,” explained 
co-trainer Maher. “Craig had to be quite forceful with 
her to get her in that position and I think that was the 
difference. She looked to be travelling quite well and 
he is a high-quality horse Bivouac, but it was her night 
tonight.”

The weekend was made even sweeter for Phoenix 
with co-owned Reloaded finding the places in the 
Rosehill Guineas. Overall it’s three valuable wins ins 
three days in Australia for the owners, who also saw 
Asharani win the Provincial Championships Qualifier 
at Newcastle.



Asharani books Championships place
(racenet.com.au)

Kris Lees quest for a third Provincial Championships 
crown went up a notch after classy mare Asharani 
took out the rescheduled Gosford qualifier at 
Newcastle on Thursday.

Asharani become Lees’ third runner in this year’s 
$500,000 Provincial Championships Final at 
Randwick after storming home off a hot tempo to 
win the heat under the urging of Brenton Avdulla.

Lees already has Stella Sea Sun and Great Danger 
qualified for the final but Asharani surged into 
outright favouritism for the main event following 
her impressive performance. 

TAB.com.au have Asharani as the $6 favourite to 
take out the series.

Lees has already won the Provincial Championships 
on two occasions with Danish Twist in 2016 and 
Serene Miss two years later.

Asharani ($3.60 fav) looks well placed to become 
his third after surging to victory by a half length 
from Angela Davies’ Through The Cracks ($17) and 
the Paul Perry-trained General Solo ($21) in third.

“There was a good tempo which you get in these 
big fields but she let down really well. She was 
chasing a long way out but when she got some 
clear running she let down well late,” Lees told Sky 
Racing.

“She is a nice mare and will be well suited at 
Randwick in a couple of weeks.”



First UK winner for Phoenix Ladies
(phoenixthoroughbreds.net)

The Phoenix Ladies Syndicate broke new ground in 
their still fledgeling history thanks to a first winner on 
UK soil.

The Karl Burke trained Little Red Socks showed a lot 
of professionalism on her racecourse debut to win at 
Wolverhampton under jockey Ben Curtis.

Breaking well from the innermost stall the three-year-
old was quickly into stride as the field set off over the 
six-furlong trip. Happy to let the odds-on favourite, 
Dear Power, do all the work Curtis settled his mount 
just in behind the pace-setter. Travelling strongly 
in the vanguard throughout, Curtis didn’t make his 
move until the top of the home straight. With minimal 
urgings, Little Red Socks quickened nicely and soon 
hit the front. Lover’s Cry emerged as a late danger, but 
the Phoenix Ladies’ filly had plenty left and won with 
a bit in hand.

“She’s a nice filly,” Curtis told Sky Sports Racing. “You 
could have put a kid on her today. I just sat there, and 
she did the rest.

“She’s very full of herself and has a lovely way of 
going. It’s nice to get the win first time out and she’s 
done it impressively.”

Having recently celebrated their first winner of 2020 
when Talento Puma crossed the line in front at 
Jebel Ali the members of the all-female group will 
be delighted they didn’t have to wait that long for a 
second success of the year.

“This is a terrific achievement for our Syndicate,” said 
Phoenix Ladies Principal Pamela Cordina. “We’ve now 
had at least one winner in Dubai, Australia and the UK, 
while we have some exciting horses in the US. When 
we set up PLS we couldn’t have imagined the success 
we’ve had. I have to thank Karl Burke and his team for 
this victory and Ben Curtis for his winning ride. Karl 
has always spoken warmly about Little Red Socks so 
hopefully, she can kick on to bigger things.”

Phoenix Ladies currently has eight horses in training in 
the UK while Forever In Dreams will be targeted at the 
major sprint prizes this summer from her Irish base.



Phoenix Ladies complete ‘full house’ of wins
(Phoenixthoroughbreds.net)

When Skye Snow crossed the line in front at Gulfstream 
Park, it sparked a double celebration for the members of 
the Phoenix Ladies Syndicate.

Not only was the filly their first winner on US soil but it 
also meant the ‘PLS’ colours have now been carried to 
victory in every country in which they have had runners.

The achievement, appropriately, was completed on 
International Women’s Day with the well-backed Skye 
Snow lining-up in the widest draw of all in a Maiden 
Special Weight under Irad Ortiz. Breaking well the rider 
allowed the Mike Maker trained three-year-old to slot 

in around midfield in the early stages. Moving well, he 
started to move the filly into contention around the 
turn and was in a line of three leading the way into the 
stretch. The trio settled down to battle it out, but in the 
end, Skye Snow proved the strongest to win by just 
short of a length to complete the ‘full house’ of wins.

“This is an unbelievable achievement for our Syndicate,” 
said Phoenix Ladies Principal Pamela Cordina. “When 
we set up PLS we wanted not just to bring more Ladies 
into the sport but have success as well. To have seen our 
silks carried to victory in all four countries in such a short 
time is incredible. We have to thank everyone who has 
helped us along the way. It’s been a huge team effort, 
and we are very proud.”

Initially set up to encourage female ownership across 
the UAE, the all-female team, have seen heir horse 
numbers grow worldwide to Australia, The UK, The US in 
addition to those in Dubai. It was in the Emirate that PLS 
first burst onto the scene in 2018. They tasted success 
with their first two runners before sending out three to 
run in the UAE Derby on Dubai World Cup night. Forever 
In Dreams gave syndicate a couple of days to remember 
at Group One level placing at both Royal Ascot and Britsh 
Champions Day. Euphoric Summer delivered their first 
Australian win and just last week Little Red Socks was 
successful in the UK.



Phoenix Thoroughbreds enjoyed a successful 
Saturday in Australia with eye-catching results 
across Royal Randwick and Flemington.

The run of successes was led by homebred 
sensation Farnan. The Gai Waterhouse and Adrian 
Bott-trained colt making all to impressively win the 
Todman Stakes at Royal Randwick. A product of the 
mating between the Dubai-based owner’s mare 
Tallow and Not A Single Doubt the two-year-old 
landed his second Group Two victory on the bounce. 
It also marked a fourth win in five starts for the 
horse raced in partnership with Aquis Farm.

Hugh Bowman maintained his partnership with the 
juvenile after guiding him to success last time out 
and soon had the exciting sprinter in the lead. Able 
to dictate the fractions the travelled comfortably 

in front until the home straight. With a couple of 
furlongs to go Bowman asked his mount to go and 
win the race which Farnan did with plenty to spare.
The victory was impressive enough for bookmakers 
to make the colt favourite for the Golden Slipper.

“He is certainly the right colt to take us there and 
exciting for everyone involved,” said a delighted 
Adrian Bott. “You saw today he was able to put 
two strong, dominant performances together. He’s 
showed his true professionalism today and his 
great asset, he’s got that great barrier speed, that 
great tactical speed and certainly sustained a strong 
tempo throughout.”

“He’s gone to a new level since that little freshen 
up and he has come back more mature and 
strengthened up physically.”

Phoenix flying Down Under
(phoenixthoroughbreds.net)



Hugh Bowman was equally impressed with his 
race partner and will be on board again as the 
jockey chases his first win in the World’s richest 
two-year-old race.

“He looks after himself, he doesn’t spend energy 
unnecessarily,” said the rider. “That’s the key to a 
top-class young horse,” 

“I believe he has pulled up better today than he did 
the other day. He’s a nice horse, he’s going well and 
he will be hard to beat.”

Later in the day Loving Gaby added another Group 
One placed effort to her CV running second to 
Bivouac in the Newmarket Handicap at Flemington. A 
winner at the top level in her own right she has now 
hit the places three times in Group One company.

Craig Williams was again the man to pilot the 
filly and had her in mid-field in the early stages. 
Travelling in her customary strong way she moved 
nicely into the race to challenge at halfway. One of 
the last of the field off the bridle she quicken well 
but Bivouac just showed a little more late speed to 
get the win.

“We’re very proud and it’s a nother solid effort,” 
said co-trainer Ciaron Maher. “Thats her third 
Group One placing which is a little frustrating but 
she’s running in the highest quality sprint races. 
She seemed to pull up really well, no excuse and 
the oher horse was better on the day.”

Maher also added Loving Gaby is likely to have 
her next run at Moonee Valley, the track where 
she won her Group One, to challenge for the 
William Reid Stakes.

The big performances didn’t stop there either 
with Reloaded, who Phoenix co-own with a group 
of high profile owners, running a superb race 
from a tricky draw in the Group One Randwick 
Guineas.

The Chris Waller trainee had shown great 
improvement in his last run in the Hobartville 
Stakes and built on that nicely under James 
McDonald. Berthed out wide McDonald had no 
option but to roust his mount into an early lead 
to grab the rail. There he stayed until inside the 
final furlong where despite fighting hard, was 
swamped late on to finish a close-up fourth.



Smart two year-old Prague has bounced back from 
a last start defeat as favourite to secure his spot in 
the 2020 Golden Slipper with his win in the Group 3 
$175,000 Bowermans Commercial Furniture Pago 
Pago Stakes (1200m) at Rosehill today.

Prague fell out of favour for the Group 1 $3.5m 
Longines Golden Slipper (1200m) at Rosehill next 
Saturday when he finished sixth of nine as the 
$2.60 favourite in the Group 2 $200,000 Skyline 
Stakes (1200m) at Randwick on February 29 and 
subsequently went out as a $7.50 chance today in 
the Pago Pago Stakes.

The well-travelled English jockey Tom Marquand 
was back in Sydney to take over the reins from 
Tommy Berry and produced a first class ride to get 
the Ciaron Maher and David Eustace trained Prague 
back into contention for the Golden Slipper.

The winner of the Pago Pago Stakes is exempt from 
the ballot for the Golden Slipper.

“He’s a very relaxed horse and he is still learning his 
craft. You see last start off a slow pace he just over 
raced a little bit. He needs to be ridden that way. Tom 

suits him as a strong rider. Hopefully he sticks with 
him for next week,” co-trainer Ciaron Maher said

Maher has no concerns about backing up Prague in 
seven days time and the bookies at Ladbrokes.com.
au have halved his Golden Slipper price from $31 to 
$15 following his win today.

“We thought that if he had to back up that would 
work as his runs were well spaced early. Tighten him 
up and peak him for next week. He is a very relaxed 
colt and racing certainly doesn’t hurt him.

“He is still switching his ears around and he’s still 
progressing. I know there is a bit more in the tank and 
maybe the back-up will just switch him on a bit.”

Marquand was aboard Prague for his win in the Group 
3 $160,000 Canonbury Stakes (1100m) at Randwick on 
February 1 and the Englishman has the Redoudte’s 
Choice colt in the firing line from the outset.

Prague was strong at the end of the 1200m and 
recorded a one and a half lengths win over the Gerald 
Ryan trained Kumasi ($4.80) with I Am Swerving ($11) 
a further half a length away in third spot.

Prague secures spot in 2020
Golden Slipper with Pago Pago Stakes win.

(horseracing.com.au)



A superb performance 
from jockey Brian 
Hernandez Junior 
helped see Phoenix 
Thoroughbreds’ Seattle 
Slang get off the mark 
with a taking victory at 
Fairgrounds.

The daughter of Tapit had displayed glimpses of ability 
in her previous three runs but showed remarkable 
improvement to get the job done by just over five 
lengths under a well-judged ride.

Breaking slowly from the gates, it looked as though 
Seattle Slang was struggling to keep pace with the 
field as she found herself with only two behind and 10 
or so lengths behind the leader. Not giving in to panic 
Hernandez Junior allowed the Steve Asmussen trained 
filly to find her rhythm. Heading along the backstretch, 
he moved the now strongly travelling three-year-old 
to the rail where she started to pass horses. Cruising 
into the race, the winning pair found themselves in a 
three-way go for the lead as they came out of the turn. 
Slightly behind their two rivals Hernandez Junior asked 
his partner to squeeze in between the pair and the filly 

obliged. Once through the gap, it became clear there 
was only going to be one winner.

A graduate of the 2019 Fasig-Tipton Two-Year-Olds in 
training sale Seattle Slang is out of Grade One-winning 
mare Seattle Smooth and is a full sister to a pair of 
multiple winners.

Hernandez Junior superb in Seattle Slang victory
(phoenixthoroughbreds.net)



Signora Cabello to visit Galileo. (thoroughbreddailynews.
com)

MGSW Signora Cabello (Ire) (Camacho {GB}-Journalist 
{Ire}, by Night Shift), who was also second in the G1 Prix 
Morny, will visit Coolmore’s Galileo (Ire) this spring, owner 
Phoenix Thoroughbreds announced on Wednesday. 

A winner of the G2 Queen Mary S. and G2 Prix Robert 
Papin, the former John Quinn trainee was retired in 
September with a mark of 11-4-1-0 and $310,977 in 
earnings.

“I think she’ll make a very good broodmare,” said Quinn 
in September. “She’s blessed with great speed, a great 
constitution and a will to win. She was very sound 
during her racing career; she has everything you need in 
a broodmare really. She’s from a very good, fast family, 
so I’d be optimistic she’ll breed a real good one.”

Bred by Diomed Bloodstock Ltd. and a 20,000gns 
Tattersalls October Yearling, Signora Cabello won 
the Listed Marygate Fillies’ S. for original owner Zen 
Racing before Phoenix bought into the filly, with her 
first start for the joint partnership the Queen Mary at 
Royal Ascot. Phoenix purchased the now 4-year-old 
outright for 900,000gns at the Tattersalls December 
Mare Sale in 2018. Out of the G3 Princess Margaret S. 
bridesmaid Journalist, she is a half-sister to GSP La 
Presse (Gone West), MSP Emirates Girl (Unbridled’s 
Song) and SP Plagiarism (Lonhro {Aus}).

Added Phoenix CEO Amer Abdulaziz, “Signora Cabello 
was a very special horse for us on the track and 
we are delighted she is now part of our broodmare 
band. She was an exceptionally talented sprinter, 
so deserves to be bred to a stallion like Galileo. On 
paper, the match looks good, so fingers crossed she’ll 
produce a good foal.”

BLOODSTOCK NEWS
Signora Cabello to visit Galileo

(thoroughbreddailynews.com)



Dream Tree Reported in Foal to Curlin
Grade 1 winner by Uncle Mo is carrying her first foal.

(bloodhorse.com)
Grade 1 winner Dream Tree was reported in foal to 
Hill’ n’ Dale Farms’ dual Horse of the Year Curlin , the 
mare’s owners Phoenix Thoroughbreds announced 
March 25.

The daughter of Uncle Mo , who was retired at the 
end of last year after winning five of her seven 
career starts, is carrying her first foal. The cross of 
sons of Smart Strike with the sons and grandsons 
of In Excess, who is the sire of Uncle Mo’s sire, Indian 
Charlie, has produced 10% black-type winners to 
date, including Ann Arbor Eddie, How About Zero, 
Way Striking, Don’t Sell, Gypsy Blu, and grade 
1-placed winner Ten Blessings.

A graduate of The Gulfstream Sale, Fasig-Tipon’s 
2017 2-year-olds in training sale in Florida,, Dream 
Tree is out of the winning Afleet Alex mare Afleet 
Maggi. She is from the family of grade 1 winners 
Golden Ticket and Well Chosen, and Irish champion 
Tomahawk.

“Dream Tree has been a special horse for us,” said 
Phoenix Thoroughbreds head of U.S. operations 
Tom Ludt. “She had a great will to win and was a 
true athlete. Considering her bloodlines, coupled 

with her race record, I see no reason she won’t be a 
top-quality broodmare. By sending her to a leading 
stallion such as Curlin we have given her the best 
chance of making a great start to her new career.”

Dream Tree won the Starlet Stakes (G1) at 2 and 
went on at 3 to win the Las Virgenes Stakes (G2) 
and Prioress Stakes (G2).



“She’s one in a million,” James Healy says of Loving 
Gaby with a warmth of affection in his voice usually 
reserved for a beloved pet. He’s speaking a few days 
after the Phoenix Thoroughbreds owned filly gained 
her second Group One success, taking the William Reid 
Stakes at Moonee Valley.

You might not be aware of who James is, but if you’ve 
watched either of ‘Gaby’s’ top tier victories you certainly 
will have seen him. A foreman for the Ciaron Maher 
and David Eustace powerhouse team, he led out the 
daughter of I Am Invincible for both wins before leading 
the immediate celebrations.

The 24-year-old from Brisbane has been with the filly 
from the very beginning and the two of them have 
formed a strong bond. James’ posts on social media, 
of her more playful, and quite often mischievous side, 

have attracted plenty of viewings helping develop the 
dual Group One winner into a fan favourite. He is also 
perhaps the man who knows the star filly best.

“She’s a gem,” James explains. “She’s got such a 
personality, she’s very strange, very weird, in a good 
way, and can be high maintenance, but we understand 
her and are getting the results.”

They certainly are. A gun two-year-old Loving Gaby 
sprung to prominence by winning the Group Three 
Chairman’s Stakes at Caulfield on her debut. She has 
since run in nine Group One’s, winning twice and 
placing in five (that’s not even mentioning her win in 
the Group Three Scarborough Stakes). Any filly that can 
produce that sort of record is always going to become 
a bit of a stable favourite, but there is more to this love 
affair than just results.

FEATURE
Loving Gaby – “She one in a million.”



“Ability wise she’s still on the 
way up while personality-wise 

she’s everyone’s favourite 
around the stable,” says James 
and despite speaking on 
the phone, you can tell he’s 

smiling. “One minute she’ll love 
you the next she’ll hate you. As 

you can see from the videos and 
photos, she has some funny mannerisms 

like when she was stealing her stablemate’s food 
(below). That’s one thing about her you could put as 
much food as you like in front of her and she’d eat it; 
she’s a very good ‘doer’.”

From a Phoenix Thoroughbreds standpoint, she 
appears to be one of, if not their most popular runner. 
Social media posts about her are often the most liked 
and viewed. At the same time, the majority of direct 
messages received asking how she is, when she’s 
running next or just simple congratulations after a 
victory outnumber those received about their other 
runners. But why this popularity? Sure, she’s a Group 
One winner, but she’s been attracting this fan base 
from the very beginning. 

“I think she’s popular as people can actually witness 
all of her traits and personality first hand through 
videos and photos.” Explains perhaps her biggest fan. 
“Our social media team do an excellent job as well 
promoting her and everyone seems to get around her 
and love her.”

There was plenty to love about her victory in the 
William Reid around her beloved Moonee Valley. 
Quickening around the bend and just off the pace 
she quickly dispatched Newmarket Handicap winner 
Bivouac before going on to win with a touch in hand 
sparking more jubilant scenes from the Maher/Eustace 
camp in attendance.

“It’s an indescribable feeling, it’s what we wake up for 
in the mornings,” explained James who was given the 
perfect birthday present when Loving Gaby won the 
Manikato. “Everyone gets a huge kick out of it. Its why 
we do it, to celebrate and win those big races with the 
horses we work with.”

With racing in his blood through his trainer Grandfather, 
jockey Uncle and owner Dad, James has training 
ambitions of his own in the future. So what does the 
man who spends a lot of his time with Gaby feels the 
future might hold?

“Physically she’s all there, but mentally I still think she 
has a bit to go,” he says when posed that question. 
“She’s still well on the up, as tough as nails and would 
run through brick walls for you. That’s probably the best 
trait she has, her toughness and her will to win. She’s so 
adaptable; you could train her for anything.”

Whatever the road ahead holds in these uncertain 
times you can keep up to date with Loving Gaby 
and her progress by following James on Twitter: å@
JTHealey95.



The team behind Phoenix Thoroughbreds have hailed the 
inaugural Saudi Cup as a success.

The Dubai-based owners, along with co-owner and Saudi 
native Khalid bin Mishref, sent out star horse Gronkowski 
to run in the new richest race in the World and were 
impressed with the event. Seen as a game-changer for 
racing in the Middle East the Saudi Cup and it’s undercard 
brought together top-class horses from Asia, Europe, The 
US and Japan in a race day that attracted a global audience.

Staged at the King Abdulaziz Race track just outside the 
Kingdom’s capital Riyadh there was prize money of more 
than $30m up for grabs across a historic night. In addition to 
staging the country’s first turf race, it’s likely that the Saudi 
Cup will change racing in the region and establish KSA as 
a major racing nation, something Phoenix Thoroughbreds 
are keen to see.

“The whole event was fantastic to be part of,” said Phoenix 
Thoroughbreds CEO Amer Abdulaziz. “Everyone involved 
fully embraced the race day, put on a great show, and the 
Saudi people were brilliant hosts. I have to thank HRH 
Prince Bandar bin Khalid al Faisal and his team for their 
vision and determination for making the Saudi Cup a reality.

“Unfortunately we didn’t get the result we wanted with 
Gronkowski, but we had a great time in Riyadh. The 
racetrack, the supporting infrastructure and racing surface 
are among the best in the World. We hope to return next 
year with an even stronger team of horses.”

Even before the Saudi Cup became a reality, Abdulaziz 
was exploring the possibility of running horses in Riyadh 
in some of the other international fixtures on the country’s 
racing calendar. No doubt having further experienced the 
passion for the sport in the Kingdom that possibility has 
become even more of an ambition.

OTHER NEWS
Phoenix Thoroughbreds praise the Saudi Cup 

(Phoenixthoroughbreds.net)



Make sure you follow us on Twitter @PhoenixThorough1to keep up to date
with Entries, work-out and news.

You can also find exclusive content on our website:
https:// www.phoenixthoroughbreds.net

A message of support
As we all know, the World is facing 

an unprecedented challenge and 
like so many others, our small 
part of it, the racing industry, is 
being affected.

While we applaud moves made 
by racing authorities and individual 

tracks at putting public safety first, 
those measures are having a serious impact on our 
horseman. With that in mind, we’d like to take a moment 
to thank all our trainers, stud farms, pre-trainers, 
their staff, jockeys and all supporting industries for 
helping to keep our horses happy and safe during 
these extraordinary circumstances. It’s been amazing 
to witness how you have managed to keep things 
running, with minimal disruptions to the horses, while 
keeping everyone involved safe and healthy. In many 
cases, we have seen human ingenuity, at it’s very 
best, to make sure the show goes on and we will do 
everything we can to support your efforts.

While racing around the World faces an uncertain 
immediate future, there are reasons to remain hopeful 
and positive. We’ve seen how some countries have 
continued to innovate to keep on racing, perhaps, in 
turn, pointing the way as to how other jurisdictions 

can get ‘started-up again’ sooner than they had 
hoped. It also seems apt that we are currently in the 
breeding season when you can’t help but look to 
the future with an optimistic eye. Just this week we 
announced Dream Tree was in foal to Curlin while, 
like so many other breeders this month, we have 
welcomed numerous foals into the World. We can 
speculate and dream about the future champions 
these may become. That might just be one of racing’s 
greatest strengths during this time, a willingness to 
always look the future.

We’d also like to thank our followers and fans on social 
media for keeping our spirits up and to all those who 
have made us smile with humorous and enjoyable 
posts.

In the meantime, we urge you to follow the advice 
being offered to you to stay safe and healthy. Maybe 
follow Farnan’s example of social distancing in the 
Golden Slipper, or keep those spirits up by having a 
dance in the way Phoenix Ladies’ Little Red Socks did 
on the way to the start at Wolverhampton. But most 
of all, try to be like Frankie Dettori on Advertise and 
be positive because we’ve seen over the years how 
resilient this sport can be. Stay safe and we’ll see you 
on a racetrack before you know it.


